Trimble Partners with Engineers Without Borders USA to Support Global Disaster Relief and
Recovery
February 26, 2020
SUNNYVALE, Calif., Feb. 26, 2020 /PRNewswire/ -- Trimble (NASDAQ: TRMB) announced today that it is partnering with Engineers Without Borders
USA (EWB-USA) to expand the organization's efforts to provide engineering assistance in response to natural disasters worldwide. As part of this
support, on the recommendation of Trimble Foundation—a donor-advised fund—a grant was made to
EWB-USA. This grant will significantly grow
EWB-USA's capacity to train and develop more qualified engineers in vulnerable regions and to scale EWB's disaster response, recovery and
resilience engineering work worldwide.
EWB-USA's engineering expertise is highly valued and utilized by major international aid organizations, such as the United Nations Development
Programme (UNDP), in the aftermath of major natural disasters. EWB-USA provides crucial engineering aid in assessing damage, improving building
standards and practices, and coordinating construction efforts to "Build Back Better." The Trimble Foundation funding will enable EWB-USA to
significantly expand its disaster aid work by training and certifying more engineers and building local engineering capacity that can assist when natural
disasters strike. This will aid EWB-USA in mobilizing capacity and increasing the organization's ability to deploy professionals for extended periods
worldwide.
Trimble has long supported EWB-USA in its efforts to equip communities with the tools and knowledge for building and sustaining basic community
infrastructure. With this recent donation from the Trimble Foundation, EWB-USA now has the ability to significantly scale the number of qualified
EWB-USA engineers available for natural disaster relief and create the necessary engineering capacity to respond to more needs more effectively.
"Our vision is a world in which every community can sustainably provide for itself," said Cathy Leslie, chief executive officer of EWB-USA. "However, it
takes more than a vision to provide these services. We are so thankful for companies like Trimble whose support enables us to access resources that
move us faster and more efficiently from a vision to reality.
"By building on our relationship with Trimble and our existing collaboration with UNDP, we can bring the power of engineering to even more
communities in need," Leslie added. "EWB-USA's work takes us to some of the world's toughest places, but each project, no matter how challenging,
lays the foundation for a community to have a better future."
"We are excited to partner with EWB-USA in its vision to grow local engineering capacity and help 'Build Back Better' when natural disasters strike,"
said Rob Painter, president and CEO of Trimble and chair of the Trimble Foundation Fund Advisors. "While humanitarian agencies mobilize
emergency aid, they often lack sorely needed engineering skills. Our goal is to support EWB in being a viable, reliable partner in international disaster
work and to increase their ability to quickly respond to disasters."
About Engineers Without Borders
Engineers Without Borders USA (EWB-USA) is a nonprofit organization building a better world through engineering projects that empower
communities to meet their basic human needs and equip leaders to solve the world's most pressing challenges. EWB-USA's 9,500 highly skilled
volunteers work on more than 452 projects in partnership with local communities, NGOs, governments and UN agencies around the globe to design
and implement sustainable and technologically appropriate infrastructure solutions. For more information visit ewb-usa.org and connect on Engineers
Without Borders USA on Facebook, LinkedIn and Twitter.
About Trimble Foundation
Trimble Foundation is a donor-advised fund that focuses its charitable giving on the dual missions of supporting natural disaster relief and recovery
and promoting female education and empowerment in the developing world. The Trimble Foundation was established as part of Trimble's Responsible
Corporate Citizenship (RCC) program. For more information, visit: www.trimble.com/RCC.
About Trimble
Trimble is transforming the way the world works by delivering products and services that connect the physical and digital worlds. Core technologies in
positioning, modeling, connectivity and data analytics enable customers to improve productivity, quality, safety and sustainability. From purpose-built
products to enterprise lifecycle solutions, Trimble software, hardware and services are transforming industries such as agriculture, construction,
geospatial and transportation. For more information about Trimble (NASDAQ:TRMB), visit: www.trimble.com.
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